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RECENT EXPERIMENTS WITH DIAMONDS. 

Diamonds are rather costly objects to subject to destructive 
experiments on any extended scale, and not many inv!lllti
gators have been favored with the privilege of doing it. 
Thanks, however, to the liberality of the proprietor of a 
large diamond-cutting establishment in Amsterdam, a certain 
M. von Baumhauer has beeu permitted to make numer6US 
studies of the behavior of these interesting gems when sub
jected to high temperature under various conditions, thus 
adding largely to' our knowledge of the diamond's nature 
and properties. 

The combustibility of the diamond in oxygen was demon
strated long ago; what the effect of pure heat upon it was 
remained a matter of doubt. Some experiments seemed to 
show that at extremely high temperatures the diamond is 
slowly converted into coke or graphite, an effect observed 
especially when the gem is subjected to the energetic action 
of a powerful galvanic battery. In certain experiments, in 
which Moren and Schrlitter raised diamonds to the highest 
heat of a porcelain furnace, care being taken to prevent con
tact with air, a slight discoloration of the surface was ob
served, whether due to heat or imperfect protection against 
oxygen could not be decided positively. Inclosed in a bit 
of hard coke, and placed in a plumbago crucible packed 
with charcoal powder, diamonds operated on by Siemens 
and Rose withstood, without the least change, the tempera
ture at which cast iron melts. A cut diamond, under 
similar conditions, subjected to the lteat of molten wrought 
iron for a considerable period of time, was superficially 
blackened, but otherwise unaffected. By some this experi
ment has be€� interpreted as implying the slow conversion 
of the diamond to graphite at the temperature at which 
wrought iron melts. It is possible, on the other hand, that 
the change was due to air in the crucible: indeed probable, 
in view of the experiments more recently made by M. von 
Baumhauer. 

By an ingenious device, the last named experimenter was 
,ble to subject diamonds, surrounded by an atmosphere of 
lry hydrogen, to a temperature at which both diamond and 
.latinum holder became invisible; but with uncolored dia
(londs, their transparency and brilliancy were not in the least 
ffected. Heated in contact with air, diamonds were not 
nly blackened, but reduced in weight, showing positive 
ombustion. In oxygen they burned with a vivid incan. 
escence at a temperature below white heat. In a crucible 
'hich allowed the combnstion to be observed through a 
1eet of mica, the burning diamond was seen to be sur
mnded by a white flame, less bright without and tinged 
ith violet on the outer edge. Pure diamonds burned tmn
lilly, retaining their sharp edges even when 110 reduced as 
be visible with difficulty. Impure specimens snapped and 
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Burned in an oxyhydrogen flame, capable of melting 
atinum, diamonds emitted a brilliant light and wasted 
pidly, but did not blacken. Heated to a high temperature 
an atmosphere of carbonic acid, they were �lowly con

med, decomposing the carbonic acid, and combining with 
oxygen with loss of weight. Similarly treated in super-
� ted steam, no effeut was prodnced, showing that at white 
1t the diamond does not decompose water, as might be ex
�ted from its affinity for oxygen. In regard to the sup
led transformation of the diamond into coke or graphite 
meanffi of pure heat, especially by that of a battery of 
I Bunsen elements, M. von Baumhauer is very doubtful. 
hould not be admitted, he holds, until the effects ob
ved are proved to be not the result of chemical action, 
duced by foreign matter, or by the transmission of par-
3S of carbon from the charcoal poles to the surface of the 
nond. 
he effect of heat on colored diamonds is more pro
nced, with the exception, perhaps, of gray and yellow 
s, which appear to resist such action, the same as the 
rless ones. Green diamonds are variously affected. One 

dirty green tint was changed to pale yellow, with a 
It increase of its transparency; but its brightness re
led the same. Another, so green as to be almost bla�k, 
!Vise retained its brilliancy, but gained in cloarness,.while 
Jlor was changed to violet. A light green gem lost its 
'entirely, but was otherwise unaffected. Brown dia
ds lost most of their color, showing under the micro-
3 a limpid field, scattered with black spots. A diamond 
st colorless assumed, under the influence of heat (out 
mtact with air), a deep rose color, which it retained 
, time when kept in the dark. In the light its color 
I, but always returned again with heaLing. A naturally 
colored diamond reversed the phenomena, losing its 
iVith heating, and afterwards gradually regaining it: 

------------.--.�, ., .. �.�-----------

PHOTOGRAPHY OF THE INVISIBLE, 

J titufifit �mttitau. 
It is in this style that some persons, very knowing in their 

own esteem, reason upon certain subjects. Take "spirit pho
tography" for an example. They allege that spirits aretn
visible; that an invisible thing cannot be photographed; 
therefore the so·called spirit photographs are base impos-
tures. 

It is not our purpose to dissent from the conclusion here 
assumed; but we take exception to the premises, which are 
not in agreement with science. Photographs of some objects 
that are invisible to the human eye may undoubtedly be 
produced. The spectrum of solar light is an example, por
tions of which, totally invisible to the eye, are brought out 
upon the photographer's plate; and their presence is also 
demonstrated by other instruments. 

The mental effect which we term light is supposed to be 
produced by the bt'ating of waves of ether against the retina 
of the eye. These waves enter the eye with an average ve
locity of about 186,000 miles in a second, the length of the 
waves being variable, from the one twenty-seven thousandth 
part of an inch, to one seventy-five thousandth part of an 
inch. The retina therefore receives many billions of im· 
pressions in a second, and it is supposed that it is the dif. 
ference in the number and velocity of these impressions 
that produces in the mind the sensations of the colors. If 
the waves which enter the eye have a much greater or a 
much less velocity than the limits above stated, they do not, 
it is supposed, produce the sensation of light; and the ob
jects from which such rays come, although they may really 
stand before the eye, are, as we say, invisible. But although 
they do not effect the eye, they may impress the photogra
phic plate, which has no such constitution as the eye. 

One of the mo st successful methods of producing " spirit" 
photographs is to plact', in front of the sensitive plate, within 
the plate shield, a clear sheet of glass having nothing upon 
it except a thin po sitive of the "spirit" that is to be pro· 
duced on the negat.ive. The portrait of the sitter is taken 
in the usual manner. The light which enters the camera lens 
prints the sitter and also the "spirit" which is on the thin 
positive upon the negative. This is a very convenient method, 
as it requires no manipUlations likely to be dQtected; and is, 
we think, the favorite plan practiced by the best spirit 
photographers. Prints made in this manner pass current 
among the believers for genuine ghosts of the departed, di
rectly descended from heaven. 

But a more new, interesting, and scientific method of produ
cing"spirit" photographs, is as follows: the plain background 
screen, before which the sitter is placed in order to have his 
portrait taken, is to be painted beforehand with the form 
of the desired" spirit," the paint being composed of some 
fluorescent substance. such as a solution of sulphate of qui
nine. When this painting dries on the screen, it is invisible 
to the eye; but it sends out rays that have power to impress 
the photo plate; and thus the image of the person together 
with the quinine ghost are simultaneously developed upon 
the negative. This is a very beautiful and remarkable 
method. 

--------------.�, . � .•• -------------

SCIENCE IN THE KITCHEN. 

The student of the social economy of this country will 
encounter no more remarkable anomaly in the habits of our 
people than that, while we exhaust every pORsibility 
achieved by the progress of modern science toward the 
augJP.enting of our pecuniary welfare, we as sedulously neg
lect the teachingsJ derived from the same source and point
ing to one of the most important causes of physical health 
and comfort. When a man undertakes to build himself a 
house, it is the general rule that he exercises the closest care 
that every portion of the structure shall be, in design and 
material, the best. He employs a capable architect, a tho
rough builder, selects stone, brick, mortar and other com· 
ponents of his fabric with a rigid scrutiny which leaves no 
doubt in his mind but that his dwelling will be a strong and 
lasting shelter. Then he decorates, furnishes, searches for 
ingenious devices of household convenience, and finally 
enters his new habitation secure in his belief of its excel. 
lence. Is it not strange that aU his labor is done for a roof 
which may cover its owner but until to-morrow: for a home 
which the vicissitudes of fortune may wrest from him in a 
day, or which of his own choice he may abandon before the 
mortar is perfectly dry: wl,ile to the structure in which 
Providence has ordained he shall exist for a lifetime, but 
secondary consideration is given? 

3 grand moral idea which science continually seeks to im
upon her votaries is, humility of mind; that inestimable 
l whence spring the noblest pleasures of the soul. But 
me it is to find this beautiful quality, even in persons 
lture and leaming! The great doctors looked upon 
o with contempt, confined him in prison as a dangerous 
and subjected him to the most ignominious treatment, 
r because he presented, for their acceptance, the light 
� new idea, which their dull perceptions were unable 
reciate. He affirmed that the sun:did not really rise or 
Lat it was the rotation of the earth that brought day and 
�lternately upon the earth. But the doctors, like many 
. day, proud in their own conceit of knowledge, knew 

Our food has been compared to the fuel which heats a 
boiler, makes steam, and so drives the machinery. The 
simile is not only trite but unjust. The substances that we 
eat play even a greater part. It is as if the fuel, besides 
heating the water, contributed by its combustion to the ex
istence of the boiler--in other words, we are made of the 
materials we consume. Clearly then, although we may sub
sist for a tiJ;ne on substances unsuitable and comparatively 
non· nutritious, in the end our physical system will suffer, if 
not break down, from the improper nature of the compo
nents with which it is supplied. 

Cooking is the proper preparation of food for human con
sumption. We do not consider that the term means ap
plying heat until the substance assumes any form which is 
edible, but the causing of the material to undergo certain 
changes, chemical or otherwise, in its condition, which render 
it in the most suitable state for the nourishment of the 
body. Articles fol" the table, then, are either cooked or 
ruined--necessarily one or the other. Bad cooking, like bad 
grammar, is non-existent ex 'Vi termini; but as to where the 
dividing line happens to be between these very opposite con
ditions, it is odd that few persons can agree. Perhaps it 
may be safely drawn from the sanitary point of view, as 
above noted; for a single material, like the common potato, 

"The scriptures tell us," they said, .r of the rising 
e setting sun; therefore it moves; our own eyes assure 
the fact; the diurnal experience of mankind confirms 
tho Your doctrine, Galileo, is false and dangerous." 
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for example, may be nutrItious and healthy when properly 
cooked; while if it be boiled until it be waterlogged and wax
like, its beneficial nature is lost. Theoretically, then, the 
gage of cookery should be the healthfulness of its results; 
practically, however, the standard is simply and purely one of 
individual taste; and that in this country, where the majority 
are educated to relish compounds indigestible and worth
less as brain and muscle producers, is fallible in the extreme. 
Hence, while thh; sense is gratified, we give no thought to 
the means; in other words, so long as the builder of the 
fabric is satisfied with the exterior appearance of his stone, 
mortar, or brick, no matter, if when they are made into a 
wall, they prove bad within, and weak and insufficient as 
supports. 

Dr. James, in an excellent paper recently read before the 
American Health Association, upon a topic kindred to that 
to which we are referring, points out with much clearness 
many of the abuses into which the preparation of our food 
has fallen, and inveighs with special vigor against the 
general assumption that women are natural cooks. Perhaps 
it is to the invariable inaccuracy which (our feminine readers 
will pardon us) is inheront to the gentler sex, more than to 
any other cause, that the science of cookery has descended to 
the level of a rule of thumb pur suit. Do we ever need a 
medicine, we watch the. druggist, that he compounds it 
with scrupulous exactitude. Do we build a machine, we 
hire talent that will execute the work to hair breadth ac· 
curacy; in fact, we employ skilled labor to supply us with 
knowledge, to house us, to dress us , and even to shave u s, 
everything but to feed us. It takes an artist to make our coats' 
but the most foolish of Hibernian virgins may be installed 
in our kitchen to prepare the food that. makes our body. 

If cookery were reduced down to rule, so that a person 
could follow recipes with the same certainty of success, due to 
accuracy, with which the student pursues the instructions laid 
down in his text book of chemical analysis , it is presumable 
that any individual could produce eatable and healthy dishes ; 
but nothing is further from the truth. Let the reader ask 
any successful cook how he or she made such or such a com
pound, the chances are strongly that no satisfactory ex
planation can be given. "Practice" is probably stated as 
the reason, or "experience," or "luck." Let him turn to 
any so· called cookery book, and we would be willing to wager 
that in nine cases out of ten the recipes for the mo�t delicate 
cake and pastry contain greater margins of inaccuracy than 
any formula extant for mixing mud concrete. What does a 
teaspoonful mean, heaped up or level with the rim? Or a 
teacupful? What size of teacup? How much is a pinch, or 
a handful, or a pennyworth? There is absolutely no stan
dard system of measures conscientiously followed; and 
hence a woman will gage her ingredients by the grab with 
the same unquestioning faith in the accuracy of the com
bination that she reposes in the fact that the distance from 
the tip of her nose to the end of her fingers is precisely and 
infallibly one yard. 

The practical solution of the important question, whether 
the masses can be educated properly to prepare their food, 
is yet to be determined. It is surely possible that cookery 
can be taught as a science, as other necessary branches of 
knowledge, not after the fa shion of child's play, as have 
been most of the previous attempts in this direction, but as 
a Eerious study. We do not expect every man's wife to be
come a cordon bleu, or our servants to prepare entrees which 
would not disgrace Delmonico; but we do believe that means 
might be found of imparting information sufficient to re
lieve the pe011e of many of the nightmare-breeding com
pounds of daily consumption. Make practical cookery a 
part of every woman's education, and the principles of the 
same a portion of that of every man. Let us, for recipes, 
have formuJre and instructions, clearly couched but as ac
curate as the physician's prescription, and deducl'd by 
scientific investigation. Then with the materials and means 
which we now have, better than which the world can
not produce, the answer to our petition for daily bread will 
not be food destructive to our health as individuals and as 
!l. people. 

------------�.H'.�.�. __ ----------_ 

SCIENTIFIC AND PRACTICAL INFORMATION. 

SWEDISH IRON. 

The superior quality of Swedish iron is still maintained. 
The price for charcoal pig, in 1873, has been about $45 a tun. 
Ten years ago the s arne article sold at $19 per tun. It is 
supposed that the excellence of Swedish iron is due to the 
presence of tephrite, a silicate of manganese and iron. This 
is a discovery by M. Ingelstrot'm. 

AN IMPERIAL THERMOMETER. 

Pro.fessor Palmieri, of Naples, has recently completed a 
very ingenious and elaborate registering thermometer for 
the private use of the Empress of Russia. The instrument 
is of metal and is provided with bells, which give a signal 
whenever any considerable change of the surrounding tem
perature occurs. It is said to be so sensitive that the indi
cator is in a state of almost perpetual motion. Suitable de
vices show tae extreme range of temperature during given 
periods of time. The apparatus is placed in the imperial 
traveling carriage. 

THE CORINTH SHIP CANAL. 

The Italian Consul at the Pirreus, Greece, communicates to 
this government the news that the contract for opening a 
canal through the Isthmus of Corinth has b'3en awarded 
to M. TUYini, an Athenian banker. The conditions of the 
agreement are that the canal shall have a minimum depth 
of 28 feet and a breadth of 137 feet at the base. A basin· and 
docks, with storehouses, etc., covering an area of 71 acres, 
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are to be constructed, at half the distance, and the basin is 
to have a sufficient depth of water to float the largest ves
sels. 

The work ie to be completed in 6 years under a penalty 
of $60, 000, and M. Tuvini has obtained the entire grant for 
99 years. It is estimated that the expense of the underta
king win reach about $4,000,000. The advantage to be 
gained are the avoidance of the detour of the Morea and 
the doubling of Cape Matapan, a dangerous coast in stormy 
weather, thus materially IBssening the journey between 
Greece and the western countries of Europe. 

BISULPHIDE OF POTASH A REVEALING AGENT FOR GALENA. 

M. Jannettoz, in Le8 Monde8, says that, on throwing a 

fragm8nt or a crystal of bisulphate of potash, �g} 2S03, on 
roughly ground galena, a very sensible disengagement of 
sulphuretted hydrogen ensues. If the two substances be 
ground together, the odor becomes almost. unsupportable. 
It is well known that sulphuric acid, mixed or even warmed 
with galena, does not give any sensible disengagement of 
sulphuretted hydrogen, nor do the sulphurets of antimony, 
of iron, of mercury, of silver, or even those in which the 
lead and sulphur do not form an isolated combination, give 
such results with the bisulphate. But if, to any mixture 
whatever, a fragment of pure sulphuret of lead be added, 
at the moment when the rubbing or grinding of the whole 
with bisulphate of potash takes place, sulphydric acid is 
given off. 
DIRECT DETERMINATION OF THE ELEMENTS OF ORGANIC 

SUBSTANCES BY A SINGLE COMBUSTION. 

Mitscherlich has recently discovered a new mode by which,. 
by direct analysis, not only the carbon, oxygen, and hy
drogen in an organic substance can be determined, but also 
the chlorine, bromine, sulphur,iodine, phosphorus, and prob
ably also the nitrogen therein contained. The organic ma
terial is brought to combustion with oxide of mercury, the 
results of which process are water, carbonic acid, and mer
cury. The two former are weighed in the ordinary manner. 
The weight of the mercury formed serves to determine the 
quantity of oxygen due to combustion, by subtracting which 
from that contained in the carbonic acid and the water, the 
total amount of oxygen existing in the substance submitted 
to elementary analysis is found. If, however, the body un
der examination contains chlorine, bromine, or iodine, these 
elements combine with the mercury set free, and are deter
mined by weighing. Sulphur and phosphorus combine in 
the state of sulphate and of phosphate of oxide of mercury. 

PREPARING AMMONIA SALTS. 

Bobrownicki, of Paris, proposes to prepare ammonia salts 
from the ammonia liquor of gas works by acidifying and then 
treating it with fluoride of silicon, chloride of silicon, hydro
fluor-silicic acid, or an alkaline silicate. The silicon com
pounds carry down the suspended bodies, and those in solu
tion, and hold them in a solid or half solid fopID. . Bobrow
nicki calls the precipitate a silicoid. It furnishes the crude 
material for preparing ammonia salts in the usual manner. 

NEW REMEDIES FOR CHOLERA. 

French physicians, as a rule, hold to the fungoid theory of 
cholera, and one of their number has been experimenting 
with the carbolate of ammonia in cases of cholera, so far, 
we learn, with encouraging success. One physician (Dr. 
Declat) looks upon carbolic acid as a prophylactic, to be used 
in the ordinary way of diet during epidemics. It is taken 
in the form of sirup. When a patient is attacked with chol
era, the sirup should be administered, and a dilute solution 
of the acid injected. In severe caees, the doctor employs a 
sirup of carbolate of ammonia, with subcutaneous injections 
of the same; and he is so confident as to the efficacy of his 
remedy that, in cases where dissolution is impending, he in
jects a solution of the carbolate of ammonia directly into 
the veins. 

• •••• 
A Phenolllenon 01' Capillarity. 

A curious experiment, due to capillary attraction, was 
described at a recent session of the French Academy of 
Sciences. It consists in placing in a flask a small quantity 
of bi8ulphide of carbon, and inserting into tee liquid a small 
tight roll of filtering paper, which passes up through a hol& 
in the cork. Owing to the porosity of the paper, the bisul
phide ascends; and on coming in contact with the atmos
phere, evaporates very rapidly. A temperature is thus pro
duced ol very nearly 0° Fah. , under ordinary circumstances. 
The water held in a vaporous condition in the air is conse
quently condensed and precipitated in the state of hoar frost, 
which, with the bisulphide, forms, it is said, a peculiar hy
drate,which is deposited on paper in a white layer. As new 
quantities of the bisulphide are continually supplied, the 
phenomenon continues until a mushroom-shaped excrescence 
perhaps an inch in hight and broad in proportion, surmounts 
the flask. 

MM. Dumas and Chevreul suggest that this may point to 
the explanation of certain geological phenomena,such as fer
ruginous and calcareous concretions, of which the forms are 
identical with that of the artificial stalagmite described. 

FOR the convenience of those dandies who are unequal to 
the effort required to carry a cane and an eye glass at the 
sams time, C. K. Pevey, of Worcester, Mass. , has combined 
these two articles in one, the glass being set in a bow formed 
in the handle. 

--------------.�,.� .•• ------------
A MODEL of a safety watch pocket in the Patent Office has 

the following inscription: 
"He that ?ath a watoh, two things must do, 

Pocket hIS watch, and watch his pocket, too." 
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THE TOM THUMB TELEGRAPH. for easy self-instruction in one of the most interesting 
There is nothing equal to experiment in impressing the branches of science, with which everybody, old or young, 

facts of science upon the mind. Faraday used to say, with ought to make themselves ·familiar. These little devices 
emphasis, to his pupils, that it was not sufficient to read may also be used for office telegraphing �s well as for home 
about magnets and electricity. He advised them to make the use and amusement. Any intelligent lad may put up the 
magnets, use the electrical machines, and thus become, step lines and set them in operation. For further information, 
by step, positively acquainted with the whole subject. As and free illustrated catalogues, address the n:akers as 
a means to such ends, we take especial pleasure in calling above. 
the attention of our readers to the Tom Thumb Telegraph. 
It affords the means of illustrating the phenomena of elec
tricity, at a cost so small as to be within reach of almost 
everybody. 

The Tom Thumb Telegraph consists of an electro-magnet, 
sounding armature, a galvanic battery, telegraph key, con
necting wires, and chemicals,all complete for working, which, 
with excellent directions for use, are furnished for $3: neat
ly packed, and sent to all parts of the world, on receipt of 
the price, by the makers, F. C. Beach & Co., 260 Broadway, 
corner Warren street, New York. 

One of these little instruments is now in operation upon 
our table as we write. We had some curiosity to see 
what could be done with it, and will here give some of the 
results: First, as to the battery. It is composed of two 
small plates, one of lead, one of zinc, the latter covered with 
paper as a septum, both plates set in a common saucer, in 
water in which a few grains of sulphate of copper are dis
solved. This little battery we found, on trial, to run for 
two days and a half. The water solution needs to be then 
renewed, which requires, perhaps, a couple of minutes to do. 

THE TOM THUMB TELEGRAPH. FIG. 1. 

Next, as to the instrument. It makes a first rate click 
signal, and' is, we think, just as useful for learning the ma
nipulation of the Morse alphabet, and for sending and re
ceiving messages by sound, as any of the larger and mere ex
pensive instruments. 

In addition to its' office as a signal telegraph, this little de
vice may be used for eX!l@rimenting in many ways, and with 
it all the principal phenomena connected with electricity and 
magnetism may be exhibited. Its employment for telegraph
ing is illustrated in Fig. 1. In Fig. 2 the armature is re
moved and a slip of glass, with iron filings, placed on the 
poles of the magnet, K. When the key is pressed, and the 
glass gently tapped, the filings assume the beautiful posi
tions of the magnetic curves. Removing the glass, needles 

THE TOM THUMB TELEGRAPH.-SHOWING THE MAGNETIC 
OURVES. FIG 2. 

may be magnetized by rubbing on the poles, permanent mag
net smade, weights lifted, etc. By connecting one wire with a 
file and drawing the other wire over the teeth, the electric light, 
in the form of a sparkling luminosity, may be produced. This 
is a pretty evening experiment. The electrolysis or decompo
sition of water into oxygen and hydrogen may be done with 
the battery, and it may also be used for electro-plating. For 
these, and other interesting experiments, printed directions 
are given by the makers. For schools, large or small, the 
device will be found very useful in the hands of the intelli
gent teacher, as a means of interesting instruction. 

We should tind it difficult to select an article of more in
terest and usefulness for a Christmas gift for young per
sons than this Tom Thumb Telegraph. It supplies the means 
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THE MINIATURE TELEGRAPH. 

For about a year past we have had in use here, in the' 
office of the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, a very simple and con
venient little electrical device, termed as above, the Minia .. 
ture Telegraph, the invention of Mr. Lawrence Duerden, 
telegraph engineer of the Broadway Underground Railway, 
in this city. It consists of a pretty little electric bell, shown· 
in its full size in the accompanying engraving, Fig. 1.. 

As used i n  our office, these instruments are plaeed upon the 
desks in the various departments of our establishment, and 
from them wires extend to the desks of the managers, on 
which buttons are fixed, which connect with the wires. 
When the manager wishes to communicate with any parti
cular person on the premises, he touches the button corres
ponding to the wire leading to the bell where the individual 
is at work. The touch sounds the bell, snd, as a variety of 
signals may be sent, one bell may serve to signalize different 
persons who are within its hearing. It is surprising how 
many steps the use of this little contrivance saves, and how 
greatly it facilitates the transaction of our offi�e business. 
Previous to its introduction, it was necessary for us to em
ploy messengers, who did little else than run from one part 
of the premises to another, consuming time and making 
mistakes . This miniature telegraph saves all such 

THE MINIATURE TELEGRAPH. FIG. 2. 

troubles, and enables the manager, without leaving his seat, 
to communicate instantly with all the principal persons em 
ployed in the concern. (See Fig. 2.) We have seven oj 
these little instruments in use in our office, which serve UI 

in signalizing a large number of persons. For factories 
stores, shops and offices, for dwellings, in lieu of thf 
ordinary bells, for signaling from house to barn, and fo: 
all the thousand and one purposes of business and domes 
tic communication, this improvement is very useful. Th, 
makers fit up .offices and buildings with them when de 
sired. The device is so simple that any person of o rdinar: 
intelligence may put up the wire and set into use. It is s 
made. that by shifting a wire from one screw into another j 
may be used as a telegraph, giving single signals, or as 
burglar alarm , making a continuous ringing. The cost i 
only $5, For this sum, the manufacturers supply one of th 
bells, like those we use inour office, pictured above, togethe 
with connecting wires, chemicals, and a small battery, a. 
complete for working the instrument, with directions f( 
use: neatly put up and sent on receipt of price to all pari 
of the world by the manufactu!ers, F. C. Beach & Co., N, 
260 Broadway, corner 'Warren street, New York. At a sligl 
additional cost, the makers supply a larger battery, such I 

we nse in our office, which runs six or eight months withol 
renewal. 
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